Abstract: Carbon fiber-based materials possess excellent mechanical properties and show linear piezoresistive behavior, which make them good candidate materials for strain measurements. They have the potential to be used as sensors for various applications such as damage detection, stress analysis and monitoring of manufacturing processes and quality. In this paper, carbon fiber sensors are prepared to perform reliable strain measurements. Both experimental and computational studies were carried out on commercially available carbon fibers in order to understand the response of the carbon fiber sensors due to changes in the axial strain. Effects of parameters such as diameter, length, and epoxy-hardener ratio are discussed. The developed numerical model was calibrated using laboratory-based experimental data. The results of the current study show that sensors with shorter lengths have relatively better sensitivity. This is due to the fact short fibers have low initial resistance, which will increase the change of resistance over initial resistance. Carbon fibers with low number of filaments exhibit linear behavior while nonlinear behavior due to transverse resistance is significant in fibers with large number of filaments. This study will allow researchers to predict the behavior of the carbon fiber sensor in real life and it will serve as a basis for designing carbon fiber sensors to be used in different applications.
Introduction
There is continued research devoted to detecting and identifying damage in structures before they propagate further and cause complete failure. The main purpose is to develop a structural health monitoring (SHM) system that provides an online and real time damage detection via in-situ sensors. The potential benefits of such a system include reducing lifecycle costs, improving reliability and safety, and aiding the design of composite structures. Some of the SHM methods used are acoustic emission, lamb waves, active vibration-based methods, and the strain-based method [1] .
Intensive research was conducted on a variety of materials with sensing ability for different applications. The potential of using newly developed smart materials in damage detection is obvious. Strain gauges, fiber optic sensors, piezoelectric sensors, and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) are among these sensors. Some novel methods aim to embed a network of sensors inside bulk material or between the layers of composite materials so that diagnosis can be done automatically [2, 3] . Despite the potential advantages of this method, it is still very costly and time consuming, as the sensors must be embedded during the manufacturing phase of the material.
Moreover, a significant part of the ongoing research is aimed at investigating the applicability of the sensors that are used in the industry to monitor damages in composite materials. A comprehensive describe the behavior of the fibers. A comparison between those fibers along with the estimation of their piezoresistive properties needs further study.
The current study includes both numerical and experimental tasks in order to investigate the performance of carbon fibers in strain measurements. The investigations were performed on carbon fiber tows that are commercially available in order to assess their performance in measuring strain. A numerical model is developed to investigate the effect of various parameters such as size, diameter and material properties. To calibrate the numerical model, experiments are performed on carbon fibers to measure their performance in real time. The experiments will allow us to assess the ability of carbon fibers in detecting damages caused by various loads. Necessary pretreatment, preparation and installation techniques are discussed, to make them useful for the industry.
Experimental Work

Preparation of Carbon Fibers
The type of carbon fibers used in the current research were carbon fiber tows or rovings which were based on a commercially available Toray T300b. The choice of Toray T300b was based on its performance in the literature [20, 21, 25, 27] . Each roving contains a bundle of long strand of fibers. The name of the product indicates the number of filaments in the tow. For example, (T300B-3000) refers to the fiber with 3000 filaments (sometimes indicated as 3 K).
Bare carbon fibers cannot be directly used as sensors [7] . The change in resistance observed is solely due to the change in dimensions (diameter and length). Therefore, the fibers have to go through a preparation process that will enhance their piezoresistivity. In this paper, the term "carbon fiber sensor" is used to refer to the fibers that passed through the pretreatment process. This process include the following phases:
• Pre-curing: to stabilize carbon fiber and connect electrical wires for measuring electrical signals • Curing: curing process 180 • C for 90 min in a furnace.
• Embedding: electrical insulation and fixation patch.
In the pre-curing stage, the purpose is to stabilize the carbon fibers and make sure all the individual filaments are aligned together and facing the same direction. This is attained by attaching the ends of the carbon fiber yarn to springs which are fixed on a bed made from metallic strips as shown in Figure 1a .
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Experimental Work
Preparation of Carbon Fibers
• Pre-curing: to stabilize carbon fiber and connect electrical wires for measuring electrical signals • Curing: curing process 180 °C for 90 min in a furnace.
In the pre-curing stage, the purpose is to stabilize the carbon fibers and make sure all the individual filaments are aligned together and facing the same direction. This is attained by attaching the ends of the carbon fiber yarn to springs which are fixed on a bed made from metallic strips as shown in Figure 1a . Moreover, spring elements provide a slight tension on the fibers to ensure that fibers remain straight during the application of the epoxy and heat treatment. The beds along with protruding springs have a total length of 20 cm. The next step is the preparation of electrical connections (see Figure 1b ). For this purpose, two short electrical wires were wrapped around the carbon fiber near the end points. Half of the electrical wire is wrapped and the other half is left free. The length between the electrical connections is called the effective length of the sensor.
After the electrical connections are made, the epoxy resin is applied. The epoxy coating is EP301, which is a two-component epoxy resin adhesive. It has a liquid low viscosity consistency and allows a very thin adhesive layer. The fibers are placed in a furnace for 90 min at 180°. For the samples to be Moreover, spring elements provide a slight tension on the fibers to ensure that fibers remain straight during the application of the epoxy and heat treatment. The beds along with protruding springs have a total length of 20 cm. The next step is the preparation of electrical connections (see Figure 1b) . For this purpose, two short electrical wires were wrapped around the carbon fiber near the end points. Half of the electrical wire is wrapped and the other half is left free. The length between the electrical connections is called the effective length of the sensor.
After the electrical connections are made, the epoxy resin is applied. The epoxy coating is EP301, which is a two-component epoxy resin adhesive. It has a liquid low viscosity consistency and allows a very thin adhesive layer. The fibers are placed in a furnace for 90 min at 180 • . For the samples to be used for the tensile testing, the excess length is not removed because that additional length will be used to attach fixation patches which would help secure the sensor in the tensile machine grips.
The preparation steps can be summarized as:
• Fixing the carbon fiber bundle into the bed with springs.
•
Making electrical connections to the two ends of the bundle at the designated length.
Applying epoxy coating on the fibers and allow it to dry.
Curing the carbon fiber bundle at 180 • for 90 min.
Tensile Test Experiment
The principle behind piezoresistive sensors is that their resistance changes when mechanical strain is applied. In order to correlate the resistance with the strains, tensile tests were conducted to observe the variation in electrical resistance with applied strains. In addition, the maximum allowable stress or load can be identified. The tensile tests of the carbon fibers were conducted with various specifications such as length, diameter and treatment of the sensor (see Table 1 ). This allowed us to characterize the effect of each parameter and gain a better understanding of its effect on sensor performance. Thus, our parametric study consisted of three main parameters; length, width and treatment/epoxy ratio. The tensile tests were carried out on an INSTRON 3367 machine, The machine can bear a maximum load of 30 kN, a minimum extension speed of 0.005 mm/min and total vertical test space of 1193 mm [28] . The machine has a built-in extensometer that allows the calculation of stresses and strains automatically and obtain the stress-strain curves.
To perform the tensile test, the carbon fiber sensor was mounted by installing grips on the specimen's ends to prevent slippage. The grips were prepared by using two acrylic pieces bonded together with a strong adhesive. The rate of extension on the tensile machine was set to 1 mm/min which is slow enough to properly record the stress-strain data. However it was reported in the literature that T300 fibers can be regarded as strain rate-insensitive material, so the rate of extension does not have significant effect on stress development [29] .
The multimeter is connected to the electrical connections of the sensor and is further connected to a PC for data recording. The data is recorded in time which can then be tallied with the data from the tensile machine to plot graphs of change in resistance versus change in strains.
Numerical Model
The computational model of the carbon fiber sensor was developed in the COMSOL platform. Each tow or strand of carbon fiber contains small filaments each of 7 µm. Each strand is modeled as a single whole fiber. The material is assumed to be homogenous. The effect of epoxy resin is properly estimated and added to the effective properties of the material, using the results from the experiment. The electrical connections are assumed to be at the ends of the fiber so the voltage is measured from one end to the other. The model of carbon fiber sensor is calibrated using experimental data. The dimensions of the sensor can be varied to the desired values. The size shown in the Figure 2 is of a sensor of length 40 mm and diameter of 1 mm. The lowest cross sectional area was constrained in all directions while axial force was applied to the other end to stretch the sensor. The force applied was increased gradually to obtain relation between change in resistance and change in strains due to the applied forces. gradually to obtain relation between change in resistance and change in strains due to the applied forces. Carbon fibers are anisotropic materials. They have different material properties in different directions. The carbon fibers are considered to be transversely isotropic. The material used in the model is considered to be impregnated with epoxy resin. The relationship between strains and stresses is defined by only five independent constants for transversely isotropic materials. The matrix relating strains to stresses is given as: Carbon fibers are anisotropic materials. They have different material properties in different directions. The carbon fibers are considered to be transversely isotropic. The material used in the model is considered to be impregnated with epoxy resin. The relationship between strains and stresses is defined by only five independent constants for transversely isotropic materials. The matrix relating strains to stresses is given as:
where the five independent constants are: E x and E y (x and y components of elastic modulus), υ yx and υ zy (shear components of Poisson ratio) and G xy (the component of shear modulus) [30] . The piezoresistive matrix which represents the relationship between changes in resistivity and applied strains is:
where ∆ vector is the change in resistivity, Π is the piezoresistive matrix and T is the applied strain matrix.
After the development and validation of the model, the next task is to embed the sensor to a structure and observe the variation of both strain and resistance. A cantilever beam with an embedded carbon fiber sensor on its surface is modeled, as shown in Figure 3 . The cantilever provides a good example to test the capability of the carbon fiber to detect strains as the displacements of a cantilever can be calculated using analytical formulas. The sensor is embedded on the upper surface which experienced tensile stress only. The mesh was refined until a convergence was achieved in the displacement results. The piezoresistive matrix which represents the relationship between changes in resistivity and applied strains is: 
where Δ vector is the change in resistivity, Π is the piezoresistive matrix and T is the applied strain matrix.
After the development and validation of the model, the next task is to embed the sensor to a structure and observe the variation of both strain and resistance. A cantilever beam with an embedded carbon fiber sensor on its surface is modeled, as shown in Figure . The cantilever provides a good example to test the capability of the carbon fiber to detect strains as the displacements of a cantilever can be calculated using analytical formulas. The sensor is embedded on the upper surface which experienced tensile stress only. The mesh was refined until a convergence was achieved in the displacement results. 
Results and Discussion
Various experiments were performed to test the carbon fiber sensor and a parametric study was carried out to study the effect of parameters that influence our sensors signals. The purpose of the experiments is to study the relation between strains and change in resistance and what parameters have significant effect on the performance.
For the tensile experiments on the carbon fibers, tests were first conducted to observe the stressstrain behavior of the carbon fiber. This will also indicate the fracture point at which the sensor would break. Based on this information, the strain levels at which the carbon fibers operate can be estimated.
For each of the four carbon fiber tows, tensile test is performed with and without the epoxy coating, to observe how the epoxy affects the stress-strain curves. Results of 1 K, 3 K, 6 K and 12 K are shown in Figure . It can be observed from the graphs that coating increases the strength of the carbon fiber and makes them able to withstand higher stresses. As the number of fibers increases, the stress needed to break the fibers rises. The modulus of elasticity is affected by the interface between 
For the tensile experiments on the carbon fibers, tests were first conducted to observe the stress-strain behavior of the carbon fiber. This will also indicate the fracture point at which the sensor would break. Based on this information, the strain levels at which the carbon fibers operate can be estimated.
For each of the four carbon fiber tows, tensile test is performed with and without the epoxy coating, to observe how the epoxy affects the stress-strain curves. Results of 1 K, 3 K, 6 K and 12 K are shown in Figure 4 It can be observed from the graphs that coating increases the strength of the carbon fiber and makes them able to withstand higher stresses. As the number of fibers increases, the stress needed to break the fibers rises. The modulus of elasticity is affected by the interface between filaments and fiber breakage. Moreover, the broken fiber density is large when the total number of fibers is low [31] . As stated by Wang and Chung, fiber breakage causes a significant reduction in the modulus of the fibers [32] . It can also be noted that the fibers can have maximum strain level of up to 15,000 µm/m for 12 K fibers. filaments and fiber breakage. Moreover, the broken fiber density is large when the total number of fibers is low [31] . As stated by Wang and Chung, fiber breakage causes a significant reduction in the modulus of the fibers [32] . It can also be noted that the fibers can have maximum strain level of up to 15,000 μm/m for 12 K fibers. 
Effect of Diameter on Change in Resistance
In this study, the effect of diameter of the carbon fiber sensor was observed. Four different sample diameters, or number of filaments, were tested: 1 K, 3 K, 6 K and 12 K fibers. All other parameters such as length and epoxy treatment were kept constant so that the variation of the response due to number of filaments can be observed.
The results of 1 K sensor, shown in filaments and fiber breakage. Moreover, the broken fiber density is large when the total number of fibers is low [31] . As stated by Wang and Chung, fiber breakage causes a significant reduction in the modulus of the fibers [32] . It can also be noted that the fibers can have maximum strain level of up to 15,000 μm/m for 12 K fibers. 
The results of 1 K sensor, shown in : carbon fiber sensor.
The results of 1 K sensor, shown in Figure 5a , illustrate that the 1 K carbon fiber sensor can detect loads up to 60 N. The relationship between changes in resistance/initial resistance (∆R/R) versus extension is linear. Because of low number of fibers, this sensor can bear only up to 60 N with the lowest relative change in resistance among all fibers. Similarly, the variation of resistance versus extension of 3 K, 6 K and 12 K are shown in Figure 5b -d, respectively.
In the plot of 12 K carbon fiber sensor, Figure d , the load versus extension is linear. However, the variation of resistance exhibit nonlinear pattern. The nonlinearity may be attributed to wrinkling or slippage due to high number of fibers. However, the main cause of nonlinearity is that the fibers may not be properly treated with epoxy resin. This would lead to transverse resistance and result in nonlinear trend. This nonlinear fashion was also observed in results reported in literature in [9, 25] . The experimental results were verified with the analytical values calculated using the analytical formula:
where is the resistivity of the material, A is the cross-sectional area and L is the length of the filament. The results are shown in Figure where it can be observed that experimental values are slightly lower than the calculated ones. The lower values of the experiment are attributed to the increase in piezoresistance of the fibers. It is noticed that mostly the change in resistance is due to change in dimensions. The results are consistent with the findings of Blazweick et al. who observed that values obtained from experiment are lower than those estimated analytically using the linear equation that governs variations of resistance due to change in geometrical parameters [8] . : bare fiber and : carbon fiber sensor.
The 
The In the plot of 12 K carbon fiber sensor, Figure 5d , the load versus extension is linear. However, the variation of resistance exhibit nonlinear pattern. The nonlinearity may be attributed to wrinkling or slippage due to high number of fibers. However, the main cause of nonlinearity is that the fibers may not be properly treated with epoxy resin. This would lead to transverse resistance and result in nonlinear trend. This nonlinear fashion was also observed in results reported in literature in [9, 25] .
The experimental results were verified with the analytical values calculated using the analytical formula:
where ρ is the resistivity of the material, A is the cross-sectional area and L is the length of the filament. The results are shown in Figure 6 where it can be observed that experimental values are slightly lower than the calculated ones. The lower values of the experiment are attributed to the increase in piezoresistance of the fibers. It is noticed that mostly the change in resistance is due to change in dimensions. The results are consistent with the findings of Blazweick et al. who observed that values obtained from experiment are lower than those estimated analytically using the linear equation that governs variations of resistance due to change in geometrical parameters [8] .
From Figure 5 , it is observed that 1 K fibers have the minimum variation of electrical resistance. Generally, for a low number of filaments (1 K and 3 K) the variation in electrical resistance is due to the change in geometrical parameters (length and diameter) and can be estimated using Equation (3) . For large number of filaments (6 K and above) transverse resistance due to the interference between fibers causes the slope of ∆R/R to decrease at the low strain levels. The variations of electrical resistance for 6 K and 12 K carbon fibers display similar behavior up to 0.5 mm. The 6 K and 12 K carbon fibers exhibit less variation of ∆R/R than the variation associated with the 3 K fibers. As shown in Figure 6c , the deviation from analytical results, obtained using Equation (3), is more significant for the 6 K fibers. This indicates that the change in resistance is not solely attributed to change in dimensions. From Figure , it is observed that 1 K fibers have the minimum variation of electrical resistance. Generally, for a low number of filaments (1 K and 3 K) the variation in electrical resistance is due to the change in geometrical parameters (length and diameter) and can be estimated using Equation (3) . For large number of filaments (6 K and above) transverse resistance due to the interference between fibers causes the slope of ΔR/R to decrease at the low strain levels. The variations of electrical resistance for 6 K and 12 K carbon fibers display similar behavior up to 0.5 mm. The 6 K and 12 K carbon fibers exhibit less variation of ΔR/R than the variation associated with the 3 K fibers. As shown in Figure c , the deviation from analytical results, obtained using Equation (3), is more significant for the 6 K fibers. This indicates that the change in resistance is not solely attributed to change in dimensions. filaments and fiber breakage. Moreover, the broken fiber density is large when the total number of fibers is low [31] . As stated by Wang and Chung, fiber breakage causes a significant reduction in the modulus of the fibers [32] . It can also be noted that the fibers can have maximum strain level of up to 15,000 μm/m for 12 K fibers. 
The results of 1 K sensor, shown in While fibers with a large number of filaments (6 K and above) are influenced by the transverse resistance, the 6 K fibers follow linear trend while the 12 K fibers show non-linear behavior after 0.5 mm. In high strain levels, the effect of transverse resistance becomes less significant. Moreover, the increase in ∆R/R is attributed to fiber damage which reduces the electrical conductivity [33] . The 6 K fibers are more vulnerable to breakage at high strain levels which leads to sudden failure, while the 12 K fibers experienced gradual fiber breakage before complete failure of the sensor.
Thus, the 1 K and 3 K exhibit a linear trend and can be used for low-level strain applications. The 6 K fibers are not recommended because the resistance variation is lower than the 3 K fibers and they do not provide a higher strain range. The 12 K fibers have the highest range of strains, stresses, and resistance variations, but nonlinearity is inevitable and has to be taken into account.
Effect of Length of Sensor on ∆R/R
In this study, sensors with different lengths were tested and the change of electrical resistance was observed. Three type of fibers were considered: 1 K, 3 K and 6 K. Samples of the 12 K carbon fibers were not included in the current study, as they require further analysis due to the nonlinearity. The other parameters such as diameter and epoxy treatment were kept constant so the response to length variation can be observed.
The plot in Figure 7a represents the change in resistance versus extension for the 1 K sample. It can be observed that as the length increases, the change in resistance decreases slightly indicating that when the length of sensor increases, it becomes less sensitive to the change in strain. Similar trends can be observed in the 3 K and the 6 K carbon fibers, in Figure 7b ,c, respectively. Thus, for low strain level, the length of the sensor does not have significant effect on the sensitivity. For measuring high strain level using fibers with large number of filaments, shorter sensors tend to have better sensitivity.
Next, the effect of epoxy/hardener ratio during treatment of the carbon fiber on the resistance variation was investigated. Only one fiber diameter can be used to test the effect of treatment and for that 3 K sample was selected because it displayed linear behavior in previous studies. The other parameters such as length and diameter were kept constant so the variation of response due to different epoxy treatment can be observed. Figure 8 shows the results of the study, where 5/1 refers to a ratio of 5:1 between the epoxy and hardener. The figure shows that increasing the ratio of the hardener increases the stiffness of the fibers and causes lower variation of the resistance. However, it can be observed that changing the ratio of epoxy and hardener does not have significant effect on the response of the sensor.
mm. In high strain levels, the effect of transverse resistance becomes less significant. Moreover, the increase in ΔR/R is attributed to fiber damage which reduces the electrical conductivity [33] . The 6 K fibers are more vulnerable to breakage at high strain levels which leads to sudden failure, while the 12 K fibers experienced gradual fiber breakage before complete failure of the sensor.
Effect of Length of Sensor on ΔR/R
The plot in Figure a represents the change in resistance versus extension for the 1 K sample. It can be observed that as the length increases, the change in resistance decreases slightly indicating that when the length of sensor increases, it becomes less sensitive to the change in strain. Similar trends can be observed in the 3 K and the 6 K carbon fibers, in Figure b ,c, respectively. Thus, for low strain level, the length of the sensor does not have significant effect on the sensitivity. For measuring high strain level using fibers with large number of filaments, shorter sensors tend to have better sensitivity.
Next, the effect of epoxy/hardener ratio during treatment of the carbon fiber on the resistance variation was investigated. Only one fiber diameter can be used to test the effect of treatment and for that 3 K sample was selected because it displayed linear behavior in previous studies. The other parameters such as length and diameter were kept constant so the variation of response due to different epoxy treatment can be observed. Figure 2 shows the results of the study, where 5/1 refers to a ratio of 5:1 between the epoxy and hardener. The figure shows that increasing the ratio of the hardener increases the stiffness of the fibers and causes lower variation of the resistance. However, it can be observed that changing the ratio of epoxy and hardener does not have significant effect on the response of the sensor. 
Effect of Diameter on Change in Resistance
In this study, the effect of diameter of the car sample diameters, or number of filaments, were te parameters such as length and epoxy treatment w response due to number of filaments can be observe
Numerical Results
In this section, results from the computational model of the carbon fiber sensor were presented. Strains were applied by fixing the lower end and having a gradual increase in applied force to the other end. The maximum displacement occurs at the top end, where force is applied. Stress and strain distributions are uniform.
The numerical model requires the piezoresistive coefficients to be determined in order to solve the differential equations. Thus, the model was calibrated using the experimental data. Parameter estimation was performed on piezoresistive coefficients until the computational results agreed with the experimental ones, as can be observed in Figure 9a . The piezoresistive coefficients of the carbon fiber sensor obtained after calibrating the model with the experiments are shown in Table 2 . 
The numerical model requires the piezoresistive coefficients to be determined in order to solve the differential equations. Thus, the model was calibrated using the experimental data. Parameter estimation was performed on piezoresistive coefficients until the computational results agreed with the experimental ones, as can be observed in Figure 3a . The piezoresistive coefficients of the carbon fiber sensor obtained after calibrating the model with the experiments are shown in Table 2 . filaments and fiber breakage. Moreover, the broken fiber density is large when the total number of fibers is low [31] . As stated by Wang and Chung, fiber breakage causes a significant reduction in the modulus of the fibers [32] . It can also be noted that the fibers can have maximum strain level of up to 15,000 μm/m for 12 K fibers. 
Effect of Diameter on Change in Resistance
In this study, the effect of diameter of the carbon fiber sensor was observed. Four different sample diameters, or number of filaments, were tested: 1 K, 3 K, 6 K and 12 K fibers. All other parameters such as length and epoxy treatment were kept constant so that the variation of the filaments and fiber breakage. Moreover, the broken fiber density is large when the total number of fibers is low [31] . As stated by Wang and Chung, fiber breakage causes a significant reduction in the modulus of the fibers [32] . It can also be noted that the fibers can have maximum strain level of up to 15,000 μm/m for 12 K fibers. 
In this study, the effect of diameter of the carbon fiber sensor was observed. Four different sample diameters, or number of filaments, were tested: 1 K, 3 K, 6 K and 12 K fibers. All other parameters such as length and epoxy treatment were kept constant so that the variation of the To ensure the accuracy of the estimated coefficients, the model was tested with different lengths: 8 cm and 4 cm of the same model. Since the material is same, the models with different lengths would have same piezoresistive coefficients and the obtained results should match with those obtained from the experimental data. 
Model Calibration Using Different Piezoresistive Coefficients
The model of carbon fiber sensor was calibrated using experimental data and validated by observing the accuracy of the model when length was changed. The piezoresistive coefficients are shown in Table 2 . It can be observed that π 44 have no significant effect on the resistance variation. The parameter π 11 increases by a factor of three between the 1 K and 3 K fibers and then increases sharply for 6 K and 12 K. The parameter π 12 is always negative and its absolute value increases with number of fibers. While these parameters could be used to calibrate the numerical model, further investigation is required in order to draw a conclusion about their physical relevance. The parameters for 12 K assume a linear behavior, while the experimental results are nonlinear. It is, therefore, essential to develop a piezoresistive matrix that is strain-dependent in order to capture the nonlinearity in fibers with large number of filaments. Figure 10 shows the response of the model using piezoresistive parameters estimated using the experimental test of the carbon fiber sensors. The numerical model provides a tool for a constitutive relationship of the coefficients as a function of size.
As noted previously, 6 K and 12 K carbon fiber sensors had a non-linear behavior due to several reasons such as transverse resistance and fiber breakages in the experiment. Therefore, when using the linear fitting of the 12 K curve, the results have good comparison but still inaccurate results. The results show significant effect of nonlinearity, which cannot be ignored while comparing carbon fibers with different filaments. To ensure the accuracy of the estimated coefficients, the model was tested with different lengths: 8 cm and 4 cm of the same model. Since the material is same, the models with different lengths would have same piezoresistive coefficients and the obtained results should match with those obtained from the experimental data. Figure 3b 
The model of carbon fiber sensor was calibrated using experimental data and validated by observing the accuracy of the model when length was changed. The piezoresistive coefficients are shown in Table 2 . It can be observed that π have no significant effect on the resistance variation. The parameter π increases by a factor of three between the 1 K and 3 K fibers and then increases sharply for 6 K and 12 K. The parameter π is always negative and its absolute value increases with number of fibers. While these parameters could be used to calibrate the numerical model, further investigation is required in order to draw a conclusion about their physical relevance. The parameters for 12 K assume a linear behavior, while the experimental results are nonlinear. It is, therefore, essential to develop a piezoresistive matrix that is strain-dependent in order to capture the nonlinearity in fibers with large number of filaments.
Figure shows the response of the model using piezoresistive parameters estimated using the experimental test of the carbon fiber sensors. The numerical model provides a tool for a constitutive relationship of the coefficients as a function of size.
As noted previously, 6 K and 12 K carbon fiber sensors had a non-linear behavior due to several reasons such as transverse resistance and fiber breakages in the experiment. Therefore, when using the linear fitting of the 12 K curve, the results have good comparison but still inaccurate results. The results show significant effect of nonlinearity, which cannot be ignored while comparing carbon fibers with different filaments. The deflection and change in resistance of the sensor in the computational model are plotted against applied force in Figure . It is observed that the response of the carbon fiber sensor is linear and increases with the applied force. This application shows that carbon fiber sensor can detect bending in a cantilever beam when embedded on the surface. 
Effect of Diameter on Change in Resistance
In this study, the effect of diameter of the carbon fiber sensor was observed. Four dif sample diameters, or number of filaments, were tested: 1 K, 3 K, 6 K and 12 K fibers. All parameters such as length and epoxy treatment were kept constant so that the variation response due to number of filaments can be observed.
In this study, the effect of diameter of the carbon fiber sensor was observed. Four di sample diameters, or number of filaments, were tested: 1 K, 3 K, 6 K and 12 K fibers. Al parameters such as length and epoxy treatment were kept constant so that the variation response due to number of filaments can be observed.
Application of Carbon Fiber Sensor Model
The 1 K sensor was attached on the upper surface of a cantilever beam close to the fixed end. The beam is made of aluminum with dimensions of 1 cm × 1 cm × 10 cm while the sensor has a length of 4 cm. The displacement contours are shown in Figure 11a . The maximum displacement occurs at the free end but the maximum stresses and strains are developed near the fixed end as shown in Figure 11b ,c, respectively. The deflection and change in resistance of the sensor in the computational model are plotted against applied force in Figure . It is observed that the response of the carbon fiber sensor is linear and increases with the applied force. This application shows that carbon fiber sensor can detect bending in a cantilever beam when embedded on the surface. The deflection and change in resistance of the sensor in the computational model are plotted against applied force in Figure 12 . It is observed that the response of the carbon fiber sensor is linear and increases with the applied force. This application shows that carbon fiber sensor can detect bending in a cantilever beam when embedded on the surface. 
Conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study:
• The 1 K and 3 K fibers exhibit a linear trend and can be used for low-level strain applications. The 3 K fibers seem to be more suitable as they can withstand higher stress compared to 1 K, and larger resistance variation, as compared to the 6 K fibers. Moreover, at low-strain level, the sensitivity of 3 K is better than for the 12 K fibers.
• The effect of transverse resistance in the piezoresistivity is significant when the number of fibers is more than 3 K. Fibers with large number of filaments (6 K and above) start to exhibit nonlinear behavior.
• Sensors with shorter lengths have better performance for large number of filaments. For low filaments or a low strain level, the effect of length is not significant. However, long fibers are more susceptible to external influences that might affect their performance.
The numerical model can be used to estimate the change in resistance of carbon fibers of different sizes and lengths. However, more investigations are required in order to capture the nonlinear behavior in fibers with large number of filaments. : bare fiber and
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Conclusions
•
The effect of transverse resistance in the piezoresistivity is significant when the number of fibers is more than 3 K. Fibers with large number of filaments (6 K and above) start to exhibit nonlinear behavior.
Sensors with shorter lengths have better performance for large number of filaments. For low filaments or a low strain level, the effect of length is not significant. However, long fibers are more susceptible to external influences that might affect their performance.
The numerical model can be used to estimate the change in resistance of carbon fibers of different sizes and lengths. However, more investigations are required in order to capture the nonlinear behavior in fibers with large number of filaments.
